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Abstract
T-Lymphocytes (T-cells), one of the many different lymphocytes, are the precursors
of disease detection. Their primary purpose is to maintain a healthy immune system. They
use the blood vasculature (blood stream) and lymphatic system to circulate throughout the
body. Study of a T-cells journey throughout the human blood stream is useful to understand
how they can detect disease, such as cancer, in an efficient and effective manner. T-cells are
to be thought of as the good cells in our body searching to destroy the bad cells
(cancer/infectious cells). The thymus lies in the anterior mediastinum, which is directly
behind the breast plate. Initially T-cells migrate from bone marrow to the thymus so that they
may proliferate, mature, and become immunocompetent. Once immunocompetent they
leave and journey throughout the body to help fight disease.
It is assumed that with a greater velocity in the blood stream, T-cells will circulate

throughout the body much more efficiently. Hence, surveillance by faster T-cells will
promote rapid detection of cancer cells. A steady-state 3-dimensional model has been coded
to analyze and simulate the velocity of T-cells in the blood stream. This model is based
upon the Newtonian properties of blood plasma. The mathematical properties of this model
resemble those of the Navier-Stokes equation with some extra force terms added. These
force terms are controlled by Beta and Gamma. Beta is the measure of an individuals quality
of health. Gamma is the amount of stress an individual is exposed to. Depending on these
variables, the velocity of Lymphocytes in the blood stream will vary. In an effort to achieve
a steady-state model, a technique called Perturbed Functional Iterations (PFI) has been
implemented.
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Introduction
T-Lymphocytes (T-cells) travel throughout our blood vessels and lymphatic system.
Along their journey they detect and attack sites of infection and/or cancer. During a
differentiation process in the thymus, a T-cell leams how to detect antigens. Antigens are
foreign proteins found in the body. Once the T-cell encounters a foreign entity (infected
cell), it may attempt to bind to it or secrete a protein, both of which ultimately kill the
unwanted cell. Each T-cell has a specific antibody (protein) with which it can attach itself to
an antigen located on an infected cell. This antibody is like a lock searching for its key, the
antigen.
T-Lymphocytes generally escape through the clefts of the endothelial walls of
venules into the connective tissue or lymphoid organs. From these two sites they enter the
lymphatics (i.e. lymph nodes) and once again flow throughout the body in the blood stream.
When T-cells enter the blood stream they move in the plasma (90% water) like a suspended
particle. Since there a very few lymphocytes in the plasma, the added presence of them is
negligible. Hence, the T-cells pick up the Newtonian properties of plasma flow. Post
Capillary Venules or High Endothelial Venules contain surface markers lymphocytes
recognize as exit sites. It is at these sites that a lymphocyte can alter its course of circulation.

It is assumed that better circulation of fluid in the body generates better flux of momentum
of lymphocytes. With better circulation the lymphocytes might be able to escape to places
not normally traveled to. It is in these places where cancer or disease may be hiding. Since
T-cells survey the body for only Yz an hour a day, it is thought that the more places they
survey the better chance they may have to detect disease.
The average diameter of a venule is 21.0 µ(micro-meters). The T-Lymphocytes
traveling through these venules have a diameter of 7 - 1Oµ. There are about 7000 white
blood cells per cu µL (10-6) of blood in humans; 2100 or 30% of these white blood cells are
lymphocytes. With only about 5 liters of blood in the average human body, approximately
1% of human blood contains lymphocytes.
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Literature Review
For many years humans have been suffering from cancer and many other infectious
diseases. Many have sought to find a way to prevent and cure such disease. We are among
the many scientists who seek a cure. A model was introduced by Dr. Suhrit K. Dey in an
effort to prevent breast cancer (2, Dey). Due to the incompressible state of fluid found in our
blood vessels, the idea for the model presented in this paper stemmed from the NavierStokes equation. This PDE was then studied by Dr. Dey and was thought to have a steadystate solution. This model was designed and derived by Dr. Suhrit K. Dey.
We know that our hearts are constantly working to pump blood throughout our
bodies. But, what is going on within this blood that can carry T-lymphocytes to sites of
infection. We know that T-lymphocytes generally escape into the extracellular fluid through
passage ways in our venules. So then we ask, "How are these T-lymphocytes escaping?".
Some researchers have found that T-cells begin to roll or slide along the endothelial wall (5,
Schrnid-Schoenbein). This is one way T-cells may find a way out of the blood stream.
For mathematical purposes our previous question is not so simple to answer. On the
other hand, "How fast these T-cells are moving?" is another. Our initial hypothesis was that
with a greater velocity, T-cells should be able to escape more easily. This is exactly what this
paper attempts to prove. Results from this model can be incorporated into many other
models which attempt to prevent cancer and help to explain how our T-cells are reacting
within our bodies.

Mathematical Modeling and Theory
The homeostatic control system maintains a dynamic equilibrium in the body as
cells divide and grow. Once the body encounters some sort of an infection and/ or cancer, it
is assumed that the homeostatic control system responds by triggering the momentum of the
lymphocytes. As lymphocytes fight cancerous cells, one or the other will die in the process.
Also, cancer cells will proliferate as well. So as cells die and proliferate, the equilibrium
within the body will be disrupted, triggering a response by the homeostatic control system.
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So the homeostatic control system is thought to be the impetus for T-Lymphocyte
surveillance. This response is expressed as a force F 1(u) = pu, where u is the velocity of a
lymphocyte, and 0 < P ~ 1 is the state of health of an individual. When p = 0 the person has
expired; p = 1 means the person is in an excellent state of health. Thus this force will
increase as the state of health of an individual increases. Also, is has been observed that
while relaxation significantly enhances the number of lymphocytes, stress decreases this
number significantly. Evidence for this has been found by various physicians in Textbook of

Medical Physiology (3, Guyton, Hall). Thus it has been assumed that the psychological state
of an individual induces a force F2(u) = Yzyu2 , where -1 ~'Y ~ 1: y = 0 for a deceased person,

y = 1 for the absolute state of relaxation, and y = -1 for the absolute state of stress. It has also
been observed that as the stress in an individual increases the thymus will involute (shrink in
size). The thymus secretes juices called hormones (mainly thymosine) that travel throughout
the body activating T-cells. Because the thymus still plays an important role in activating
and motivating T-cells to fight disease after their initial differentiation process, stress will
definitely effect the body's immune system. As stress increases the arterioles or venules will
contract. This will significantly inhibit the ability of T-cells to travel throughout the blood
stream efficiently.
Lymphocytes are known to be viscoelastic. They have a tendency to roll or slide
along the venule endothelial walls on a thin layer of plasma (5, Schmid-Schoenbein, Fung,
Yuan-Cheng, Zweifach). It is not exactly known why they do so. As a T-cell speeds up along
the wall, it elongates and increases the shear stress. Also, as the hematocrit (concentration of
red blood cells in whole blood) in the plasma increases, the shear stress increases. The local
hematocrit in the venule varies between 0% and 40%.
The shear force term is riu(a2u/8x2 + a2u!Oy2 + a2u/8z2).
Where ri = (4/3)(µhat/phat) = 2.0188 x 10-5 :ff/sec is the diffusion term, which was solved
from the Navier-Stokes equation (6, Schlichting).
µhat= viscosity of plasma= 32.3 x 10-6 lb sec/ft,
phat =density of plasma= 2.1333 lb sec2/ft3 at 98.6° F.
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µhat/phat =kinematic viscosity of blood plasma fr/sec.

Normally, in the Navier-Stokes equation the diffusion term has (2/3) as a coefficient, but
in this case after solving for the PDE, we get 2*(2/3).
Thus, the equation of motion ofa lymphocyte as a suspended cell is:
8u/Ot: + u(8u/i3x + auJ()y + 8u/oz) = 11u(a2u/0x2 + &u!ay2 + &u!8z2) + ~u + Yzyu2 .
This non-linear partial differential equation represents the hemodynamics of
lymphocytes in three dimensions. Since the presence of a lymphocyte in the blood does not
affect the pressure, the pressure term is absent from the equation.
The mean velocity of blood in a venule varies between 9.8425 x 10-3 ft/sec and
1.6405 x 10-2 ft/sec. At x = 0, or y = 0, or z = 0,
u is arbitrarily chosen. At x = 1, or y = 1, or z =l, u is unknown. At t = 0, a lymphocyte
enters the blood stream. Hence at u(x,y,z,O) =ii= mean velocity of blood. A scale is used for
ii, such that 1 = 1.6405 x 10-2 ft/sec. If at x = a, y = b, or z = c, when the lymphocyte exits
from the blood stream, its velocity is to be computed. Thus this model is an improperlyposed initial/boundary value problem. To compute the velocity at the end-boundary point x
= a, an extrapolation formula was used:
y = ((x - x2)/(x1 - x2)) Y1 + ((x - x1)/(x2 -xi)) Y2This method of extrapolation was used due to the stiffness of the model.
Since the model is three-dimensional, we must use this extrapolation accordingly as
follows:
Ifat x =a =NX+l, u =uNx+i.j,bthen
UNX+lj,k = ((xNX+l - XNx)/(xNX-1 - XNx)) UNX-1,j,k + ((XNX+I - XNx-1)/(xNx - XNx-1)) UNXj,k
= (~x/-~x) UNX-lj,k + (2~x/~x) UNX,j,k
= 2 UNXj,k - UNX-1.j,k ·
Here we have uNx+J,j,k= u(NX+l,j,k), where NX+l =a (x-coordinate), andj, k are they, and
z spatial coordinates respectively in in. Since we solve for u 2,j,k to uNx,j,k at each time step,
uNx+tj,k is not known until we use this extrapolation method.
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In a similar method u 1j,k, uu,b U;j,I are initially not known and were computed as follows:
U1j,k = 2U2j,k - U3,j,b U;,1,k = 2u;,2,k - Ui,3,b
and U;j,I = 2U;j,2 - Uij,3·

If at y = b, u = u;,Nv+i,bthen
Ui,NY+l,k = ((YNY+I -YNv)/(yNY-1 -YNv)) ui,NY-1,k + ((YNY+I -YNY-1)/(YNY -YNY-1)) Ui,NY,k
= (/'!.y/-/'!.y) U;,NY-1,k + (2/'!.y/f'!.y) Ui,NY,k
= 2 Ui,NY,k- Ui,NY-1,k ·
Ifat z = c, u = U;j,Nz+ 1,then
U;j,NZ+l = ((ZNz+l - ZNz)/(zNZ-1 - ZNz)) U;j,NZ-1 + ((ZNz+l - ZNz-1)/(ZNz - ZNz-1)) U;j,NZ
= (!'!.z/-!'!.z) Uij,NZ-1 + (2!'!.z/!'!.z) U;j,NZ
= 2 Uij,NZ - U;j,NZ-1 ·
The values for !'!.x, !'!.y, !'!.z, NX, NY, and NZ are determined before the algorithm is
executed. The unknown boundaries are NX+ 1, NZ+ 1, and NY+ 1. It is at these boundaries
where the T-cell would exit the blood stream. The corresponding velocities (i.e. U;j,Nz+ 1)
were updated at each iteration and at each time step of the PFI(Perturbed Functional
Iterations)-algorithm used in the code written for this model (1, Dey). All of the code written
to solve the equation of motion of a lymphocyte was done in the CIC++ programming
language.

Using a Finite Differencing Method to Solve for Velocity (u) at
Timet
We now simplify au/at+ u(au/Ox. + au/8y + 3u/8z) = 11u(a2u/Ox.2 + a2u!ay2 +

a2u!az2) + ~u + 'hyu 2 for u\j,k·
Here u\j,k = u(x°'y"'z"'tr,), x = Xn, y = Yn, z =Zn, and t = tn, which is the time at some
nth time step measured in seconds. Also, !'!.t = tn- tn-h is the (Delta t) time step measured in
seconds, and !'!.x, !'!.y, !'!.z (Delta x, Delta y, Delta z) are the mesh sizes in ft. In the code we
use DX, DY, DZ for !'!.x, !'!.y, and !'!.z respectively.
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Using the following to solve for au/at+ u(au/Ox. + auJ(Jy + au/8z):

au/at = (u1IJ,
· · k - u1- 1· · k) I !J.t
IJ,
'
au/Ox.= (u1IJ,
· k) I !J.x'
· · k - u1I·-1 J,
au;;:;.,=
vy

(ut·.tJ, k - ut·l,J·-1 ,k) I !J.y'

· · k - u1IJ,
· · k-1) I !J.z '
au;az = (u1IJ,

u(au/Ox.)

=

'h(8u2/0x),

u(au/(Jy)

=

'h(8u2/0y),

u(au/8z)

=

'h(8u2/az),

Using the previous formulas, we can put together the unsolved PDE for the motion of a
lymphocyte.

au/at+ u(au/Ox. + auJ(Jy + au/8z) =

Now to solve for YJu(a2u/Ox.2 + a2u!ay2 + a2u/8z 2) + !)u + 'hyu 2 using:

a2u!Ox.2 = (8/8x)(au/8x) =
(8/0x.)[(u\j,k - u\_ 1,j,k) I !J.x]

=

(l/!J.x)[ (8/0x.)u\J,k - (8/0x.)u\_1,j,k]

=

{(1/(!J.x)2)[(u\+1,j,k - u\i.k)- (u\J,k - u\_1J,k)]}

=
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&u1ay2 = (8/0y)(Ou/0y) =
(8/8y)[(u1ij,k - u\j-1,k) I ~y]

=

(1/~y)[ (8/0y)u\j,k - (8/0y)u\j-l,J

=

{(1/(~y) 2 )[(u\j+l,k - u\i,k)- (u\i,k - u\j-1,k)]} =

&u!8z2 = (8/8z)(Ou/8z)

=

(8/8z)[(u\j,k - u\j,k-1) I~]=
(1/~z)[ (8/8z)u\j,k - (8/8z)u\j,k-d

=

Combining the previous terms we get,

· · k + u1IJ,
· · k-11} + p
· · k + Yi.y (u1lJ,
· · k) 2 •
Au1I,J,
- 2u1l,J,

Solving for u\i,k we get:

We now have u\i,k solved as a function ofu\i,k and u1-\,b called G(u\j,b u1- 1i,j,k)·
Let u\j,k = U1 and u1-\,k = U 1_1. This gives U 1 = G(Ui, U 1_1), where U1 E 91 3 and
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Consider the mapping G: 91 1x91 1 ~ 91 1.

Definition of a D-operator
\:/ x,y E91 llG(x, y)- G(a, P)ll :s; µdlx - all+ µ2llY- Pll·
G is a D-operator, ifO :s; µ 1 + µ 2 < 1 . (4, Kollman)

Theorem (1)
IfG is a D-operator on 91 1x 91 1 with steady state solution x· in 91 1 ,
then limn__, ro G(x", x"- 1) = x· .

Proof
Let us assume G is a D-operator on 91 1x91 1 and 0 :s; µ 1 + µ 2 < I.
Let x·
x" - x·

= G(x·, x*).
=

G(x",x"- 1) - G(x*, x*)

=

G(x", x"- 1)- G(x·, x"- 1) + G(x·, x"- 1) - G(x·, x*)

where llx" - x·ll :s; llG(x", x"- 1)- G(x·, x 0 - 1)11 + llG(x*, x"- 1)- G(x*, x*)ll

:s; µdlx" - x*ll + µ2llxn-l - x*ll·
So llx" - x*ll :s; [µ2/(l - µl)]llxn-l - x·ll, where µ1

* 1.

Since 0 :s; µ 1 + µ 2< 1 and the norm on the left of the inequality is positive, it is necessary that
both a> 0, 0 < µ 1 < 1, and 0 < µ 2 < I. These inequalities imply 0 <a< I.

Since 0 < a < 1 as n ~ oo , a" ~ 0.
Thus we have lim n-->ro G(x", x"- 1) - G(x*, x·) = 0.
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Dimensional Analysis
Given

Bulat+ u Bu/Ox.+ u Bu/By+ u Butaz = flU(a2u/Ox. 2 + a2u/8y 2 + a2u/Bz2)

+Pu+ Yzyu2,
L/T 2 +LIT· L/(T·L) +LIT· L/(T·L) +LIT· L/(T·L) =fl L/T (LIT ·L2 +
LIT ·L 2 +LIT ·L 2) + p L/T + Yzy L 2/T 2

L/T2 ~ fl 1/T2 + p LIT + Yzy L 2/T 2
fl-L,P-1/T, y-1/L
~

=parameter for homeostatic control system= some action per second - AJT, A = a scalar.

y = effect from stress or relaxation = contraction of arterioles or venules per unit length A2/L, L =a scalar in length, T =a scalar in time (seconds).
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Results
Given Ou/at+ u(Ou/& + Ou/(Jy +Ou/&)= 11u(a2u/0x2 +

a2u!Oy2 + a2uJ&2 ) + ~u +

Yayu 2 we were able to generate some results by solving it numerically. After applying PFI
and (1) to the equation a steady-state solution was found to exist for the following cases.
Case 1:

~

= 0.5, y = -0.5

Case 2:

~

= 0.75, y = -0.25

Case 3:

~

= 1, y = 1

Case 4:

~

= 0.75, y = 0.25

Case 5:

~

= 0.5, y = 0.5

Case 6:

~

= 1, y = -1

Shown in figures 1-12 are values for the maximum velocity of the T-lymphocytes in
the blood stream (labeled UMAX). These velocities are the steady-state solutions to the
equation. Thus, this means at any potential exit point in a venule, a lymphocyte will have
these given velocities (UMAX). The difference in velocities between cases 3 and 6 is the
greatest between all of the cases. This difference shows that an individual with excellent
health and exposure to large amounts of stress will have a significantly lower maximum
velocity oflymphocytes in their blood stream. Although, a stress free individual in excellent
health will have faster T-cells in their blood stream. Also, as the state of health decreases
(value decreases) and exposure to stress decreases (value increases), we find a greater
velocity of lymphocytes in case 6 than in case 1. These two observations alone show how
important the stress force and health factor are in the equation of motion of lymphocytes.
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Discussion
One may ask, so why does this increase in velocity make the T-cells more efficient
and effective? Think of a police force in a little town. If there is a robbery in a home two
blocks away from a police officer driving in his car, the police officer may not get to the
crime scene in time ifhe is driving slowly down the street. On the other hand, if he is driving
faster he can notice the robbery and catch the burglar. This is the general idea. With a greater
velocity in the blood stream, the T-cells will be able to survey more potential sites for
infection/disease. Also, this increase in velocity will give a lymphocyte more force. We do
not know what this force is, but we can identify some possibilities. We know T-cells slide or
roll along the endothelial wall of a venule. This force may relate to the ability of a
lymphocyte to increase shear as it rolls.
We also know that venules have clefts and receptor sites in which a T-cell can
recognize and use to escape into surrounding lymphatic tissue. With a greater velocity, they
might be able to escape through a cleft of a venule easier. Since the interaction between a Tcell and an infected cell is not exactly known, we can guess this increase in speed may allow
the T-cell to bind with the antigen easier.
Although the research conducted in this thesis was finished, it does not encompass a
complete model. A complete model will be properly posed, such that it will have all of the
boundary and initial conditions determined before the PFI algorithm is implemented. In
order for a complete analysis to be conducted, a parallelizing scheme such as MPI or MLP
must be implemented. Since there are millions of calculations per iteration within the
model's algorithm, parallelization will greatly reduce the amount of run-time to compute a
result. Aside from this, we must also obtain more knowledge of how T-lymphocytes are
interacting with the endothelial walls. In other words, a complete analysis on a cellular level
must be observed for such boundary conditions. Yet, our model incorporates many ideas of
incompressible flow theory which has primarily influenced our work. The following results
are gathered from valid mathematical, physical, and physiological theory.
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Conclusion
From the results, the model of surveillance oflymphocytes implies two important
things. An individual in a better state of health with lower amounts of stress might be able to
detect disease/infection more efficiently and effectively. An increase in the velocity of
lymphocytes is a direct result ofthis. Because the body is constantly trying to fight disease, a
further study of how this increase in velocity will aid in its effort is needed. With evidence
that individuals in good physical health and low amounts of stress are generally in overall
better health (free from infectious disease), it might be easier to verify these results. It has
been proven that the human thymus is more active with lower amounts of stress than it is
with higher amounts of stress. Generally, an individual in good health is able to overcome
infection/disease as opposed to an individual in poor health. Although this previous
statement has not been proven, we do know that proper circulation of blood in the body does
not lead to heart disease.
There is another study in progress which will model the fight between
cancer/infectious cells and T-cells. Once the surveillance model is incorporated with the
model of the fight between cancer and T-cells, we might be able to determine whether or not
the velocity steady-state solutions will be sufficient for T-cells to win the battle.
Let us all be stress free and in good health.
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Figures 3 & 4
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Figures 5 & 6
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Figures 7 & 8

Velocity of LymKha:ytes in the Bleed stream
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Figures 9 & 10

Velocity of Lymphocytes in the Bleed stream
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Figures 11 & 12
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Appendix
Three-Dimensional Code for Surveillance Model
//Hemodynamics of Lymphocytes

II
/IT-Lymphocyte Surveillance
II
//By: Ivan Temesvari
II
II DU/DT + U*DU/DX + U*DU/DY + U*DU/DZ = U*nu(D2U/DX2 +
D2U/DY2 +
II D2U/DZ2) + Beta*U + (Gamma/2)*UA2
II
II UBAR = Mean velocity of blood in a venule = 1.6405E-02 ft/sec
II
// Initial velocity of a lymphocyte = UBAR, Scale is 1 = 1.6405E-02
II
II For maximum relaxation: GAMMA = 1
II
II For maximum stress : GAMMA = -1
II
II For good health
: BETA= 1
II
II For a deceased person: BETA= 0
II
II
II It is assumed that better circulation of fluid of the body generates
II better flux of momentum of lymphocytes. While relaxation
II generates a positive flux of energy, stress generates a negative
II flux of energy.
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

#include <cmath>
#include <iostream>
#include <fstream>
#include '"stdio.h'"
#define SIZE 101
#define ERROR .00001
#define ERROR2 .00000001
#define MAX( a, b ) ( (a) > (b) ? (a) : (b) )
//This is the prototype for umax function which will determine
II the maximum velocity of T-lymphocytes in the blood stream
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II at each time-step
void umax(double u[)[SIZE][SIZE], int NX, int NY, double &max);
//This is the main program which will determine the steady-state
II solution to the model
int main(int argc, char **argv){
//These are the output files
FILE *datafile1, *datafile2, *datafile3, *datafile4, *datafile5,
*datafile&, *datafile7,
*datafile&, * datafile9, * datafile1 O, * datafile11, * datafile12,
*datafile13,
*datafileO, *datafileSTp1, *datafileSTp7, *datafileSTp25,
*datafileSTp5
, *datafileSTn25, *datafileSTn5, *datafileSTn1, *datafileSTn5p3,
*datafileSTn5p5, *datafileSTn5p7;
int a, b, c, i, j, k, n, count, NX, NY, NZ, NT;
double x, y, z, t, DX, DY, DZ, DT, KMAX, WMAX, TEMP, GG, UU,
EMAX,
DIFF, max;
//Declaration of double valued variables and 3-d arrays
double Gamma, Beta, Nu, dgu, w1;
double uO[SIZE][SIZE)[SIZE], u[SIZE)[SIZE)[SIZE],
G[SIZE][SIZE)[SIZE], W[SIZE][SIZE][SIZE];
double s1, s2, a1, a2, ac, ap, R1, R2, R3, R4, RS, R6, R7, R8;
//Nu is the diffusion term
Nu= 2.0188*pow(10,-5);
//Nu= (4/3)*GNU, GNU= 15.1409E-06 ftA2Jsec (FOR PLASMA)
//The following are variables for the time steps, X,Y,Z increments
II and number of iterations the program will go through
DX= .05;
DY= .05;
DZ= .05;
DT = .001;
NX = 20;
NY= 20;
NZ= 20;
NT= 4000;
KMAX = 20000;
a1 = .01;
ap .25;

=
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//Check for an initial argument on the command prompt
if(argc < 2)(
exit(1);
)
if(*++argv == NULL)(
exit(1);
)
//Open the according files with proper values of Beta and Gamma
switch(** argv)(
case •a•:
Beta= 1;
Gamma= 1;
cout << ..GAMMA = •• << Gamma << endl << ..BETA = " << Beta <<
end I;
datafile1 = fopen(..p11 anew.dat.., "w"); //100
datafile2 = fopen( ..p11 bnew.dat.., "w"); //250
datafile3 = fopen(..p11 cnew.dat.., "w"); //500
datafile4 = fopen(..p11 dnew.dat.., "w"); //750
datafile5 = fopen(..p11enew.dat", "w"); //1000
datafile6 = fopen(..p11fnew.dat", ""w"); //1250
datafile7 = fopen(..p11gnew.dat.., ""w"); //1500
datafile&= fopen(""p11hnew.dat.., "w..); //1750
datafile9 = fopen(..p11inew.dat", ""w"); //2000
break;
case "b":
Beta= 0.75;
Gamma = O. 75;
cout << ..GAMMA = .. << Gamma << endl << "BETA = .. << Beta <<
end I;
datafile1 = fopen( ..p77aa.dat", "w""); //100
datafile2 = fopen( ..p77bb.dat", "w..); //250
datafile3 = fopen( ..p77cc.dat.., ..w ..); //500
datafile4 = fopen( ..p77dd.dat.., ..w ..); //750
datafile5 = fopen( ..p77ee.dat.., "w..); //1000
datafile6 = fopen( ..p77ff.dat", ..w ..); //1250
datafile7 = fopen( ..p77gg.dat.., "w..); //1500
datafile&= fopen( ..p77hh.dat"", ..w ..); //1750
datafile9 = fopen( ..p77ii.dat.., ..w ..); //2000
break;
case •c•:
Beta= 0.75;
Gamma = 0.25;
cout << ..GAMMA= .. << Gamma<< endl << ..BETA="<< Beta<<
end I;
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datafile1 = fopen('"p72aa.dat", "'w"); //100
datafile2 = fopen("p72bb.dat'", '"w'"); //250
datafile3 = fopen(""p72cc.dat"", '"w'"); //500
datafile4 = fopen('"p72dd.dat"", "w'"); //750
datafile5 = fopen("p72ee.dat"", "'w"); //1000
datafile&= fopen("p72ff.dat"", '"w""); //1250
datafile7 = fopen('"p72gg.dat"", '"w""); //1500
datafile&= fopen('"p72hh.dat"", '"w'"); //1750
datafile9 = fopen("p72ii.dat"", "w""); //2000
datafile10 = fopen('"p72jj.dat"", "w"); //2500
datafile11 = fopen("p72kk.dat"", '"w"); //3000
datafile12 = fopen("p7211.dat'", '"w'"); //3500
datafile13 = fopen("p72mm.dat"", "w"); //4000
break;
case "d":
Beta= 0.5;
Gamma= 0.5;
cout <<"GAMMA= .. << Gamma<< endl <<"BETA="<< Beta<<
end I;
datafile1 = fopen("p55aa.dat••, "'w"); //100
datafile2 = fopen('"p55bb.dat'", '"w'"); //250
datafile3 = fopen("p55cc.dat", "w""); //500
datafile4 = fopen('"p55dd.dat", "'w'"); //750
datafile5 = fopen('"p55ee.dat", "'w"); //1000
datafile&= fopen('"p55ff.dat"", "'w'"); //1250
datafile7 = fopen('"p55gg.dat"", "'w"); //1500
datafile& = fopen('"p55hh.dat", "w'"); //1750
datafile9 = fopen('"p55ii.dat"", '"w'"); //2000
datafile10 = fopen('"p55jj.dat"", "'w"); //2500
datafile11 = fopen('"p55kk.dat"", '"w"); //3000
datafile12 = fopen('"p5511.dat", '"w'"); //3500
datafile13 = fopen('"p55mm.dat"", "'w'"); //4000
break;
case •e•:
Beta= 0.75;
Gamma = -0.25;
cout << '"GAMMA = .. << Gamma << endl << '"BETA = '" << Beta <<
end I;
datafile1 = fopen('"n72aa.dat"", "w"); //100
datafile2 = fopen("n72bb.dat'", '"w""); //250
datafile3 = fopen('"n72cc.dat'", "w'"); //500
datafile4 = fopen('"n72dd.dat'", "w'"); //750
datafile5 = fopen('"n72ee.dat", '"w'"); //1000
datafile&= fopen('"n72ff.dat"", '"w'"); //1250
datafile7 = fopen('"n72gg.dat"", "w'"); //1500
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datafile& = fopen("n72hh.dat.., ..w ..); //1750
datafile9 = fopen("n72ii.dat", "w"); //2000
datafile10 = fopen('"n72jj.dat'", "w'"); //2500
datafile11 = fopen("n72kk.dat'", "w""); //3000
datafile12 = fopen(..n7211.dat"", ..w ..); //3500
datafile13 = fopen('"n72mm.dat", "w..); //4000
break;
case •r:
Beta= 0.75;
Gamma = -0.5;
cout <<'"GAMMA= .. << Gamma<< endl <<"BETA="<< Beta<<
end I;
datafile1 = fopen(..n75aa.dat'", "w""); //100
datafile2 = fopen(""n75bb.dat"", ••w..); //250
datafile3 = fopen('"n75cc.dat.., ..w ..); //500
datafile4 = fopen("n75dd.dat"", "w..); //750
datafile5 = fopen("n75ee.dat"", ..w""); //1000
datafile&= fopen('"n75ff.dat"", "w..); //1250
datafile7 = fopen('"n75gg.dat"", ..w ..); //1500
datafile& = fopen("n75hh.dat"", ""w"); //1750
datafile9 = fopen("n75ii.dat", '"w"); //2000
datafile10 = fopen( ..n75jj.dat.., "w'"); //2500
datafile11 = fopen(..n75kk.dat", ""w""); //3000
datafile12 = fopen(..n7511.dat"", "w"); //3500
datafile13 = fopen(..n75mm.dat", ..w"); //4000
break;
case •g•:
Beta= 1;
Gamma= -1;
cout << '"GAMMA = '" << Gamma << endl << ..BETA = .. << Beta <<
end I;
datafile1 = fopen('"n11aa.dat'", "w""); //100
datafile2 = fopen('"n11bb.dat'", '"w'"); //250
datafile3 = fopen('"n11cc.dat", "w'"); //500
datafile4 = fopen( ..n11 dd.dat"", ..w ..); //750
datafile5 = fopen( ..n11 ee.dat"", '"w..); //1000
datafile&= fopen( ..n11ff.dat"", ..w ..); //1250
datafile7 = fopen( ..n11 gh.dat"", "w..); //1500
datafile& = fopen( ..n11 hh.dat'", "w""); //1750
datafile9 = fopen("n11 ii.dat"", '"w'"); //2000
datafile10 = fopen('"n11jj.dat.., "w..); //2500
datafile11 = fopen('"n11 kk.dat.., ..w'"); //3000
datafile12 = fopen('"n11 ll.dat.., ..w ..); //3500
datafile13 = fopen("n11 mm.dat"", ..w'"); //4000
break;
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case "h":
Beta= 0.3;
Gamma = -0.5;
cout <<""GAMMA= .. << Gamma<< endl <<""BETA= .. << Beta<<
end I;
datafile1 = fopen(""n53aa.dat"", ""w""); //100
datafile2 = fopen("n53bb.dat", "w""); //250
datafile3 = fopen("n53cc.dat", "w""); //500
datafile4 = fopen(""n53dd.dat"", ""w""); //750
datafile5 = fopen(""n53ee.dat"", ""w""); //1000
datafile6 = fopen(""n53ff.dat", ""w""); //1250
datafile7 = fopen(""n53gh.dat"", ""w""); //1500
datafile&= fopen("n53hh.dat", ""w""); //1750
datafile9 = fopen(""n53ii.dat", "w"); //2000
datafile10 = fopen(""n53jj.dat"", ""w"); //2500
datafile11 = fopen(""n53kk.dat"", ""w"); //3000
datafile12 = fopen(""n5311.dat", ""w""); //3500
datafile13 = fopen("n53mm.dat"", ""w""); //4000
break;
case "i":
Beta= 0.5;
Gamma = -0.5;
cout << ""GAMMA = .. << Gamma << endl << ""BETA = " << Beta <<
end I;
datafile1 = fopen(""n55aa.dat", "w"); //100
datafile2 = fopen(""n55bb.dat"", "w""); //250
datafile3 = fopen(""n55cc.dat"", "w""); //500
datafile4 = fopen("n55dd.dat", "w""); //750
datafile5 = fopen("n55ee.dat", ""w""); //1000
datafile6 = fopen("n55ff.dat"", ""w""); //1250
datafile7 = fopen(""n55gh.dat"", ""w""); //1500
datafile&= fopen("n55hh.dat"", ""w""); //1750
datafile9 = fopen(""n55ii.dat"", ""w""); //2000
datafile10 = fopen(""n55jj.dat"", ""w""); //2500
datafile11 = fopen(""n55kk.dat"", ""w"); //3000
datafile12 = fopen(""n5511.dat"", ""w""); //3500
datafile13 = fopen(""n55mm.dat"", ""w""); //4000
break;
}
/Nalues for the terms in the PDE
R1 = DT/(2*DX);
R2 = DT/(2*DY);
R3 = DT/(2*DZ);
R4 = (Nu*DT)/(DX*DX);
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RS=
R6 =
R7 =
RS=

(Nu*DT)/(DY*DY);
(Nu*DT)/(DZ*DZ);
Beta*DT;
(Gamma*DT)/2;

//Initial Conditions for Velocity of a lymphocyte
for(i = 1;i <= NX+1;i++){
for(j = 1;j <= NY+1;j++){
for(k = 1;k <= NZ+1;k++){
uO[i][j][k] = 1;
)
)
)
datafileO = fopen( ..initial.dat.., ..w ..);

//Time is zero

//Time is zero so velocity is 1
for(i = 1;i <= NX+1;i++){
x = (i - 1)*DX;
for(j = 1;j <= NY+1;j++){
y = (j • 1)*DY;
fprintf(datafile0,"%f o/of o/of\n", x, y, uO[i][j][1]);
)
)
fclose(datafileO);
//Initial Guess for the velocity of the T-Lymphocyte
for(i = 1;i <= NX; i++){
for(j = 1;j <= NY; j++){
for(k = 1;k <=NZ; k++){
u[i][j][k] = uO[i][j][k];
)
)
)
//Boundary Planes
for(i = 1; i <= NX+1; i++){
for(j = 1; j <= NY+1; j++){
u[i][j][1] = 2*u[i][j][2] - u[i][j][3];
G[i][j][1] = u[i][j][1 ];
)
)
for(j = 1; j <= NY+1; j++){
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for(k = 1; k <= NZ+1; k++)(
u[1]0][k] = 2*u[2JU][k] • u[3JU][k];
G[1 JU][k] = u[1 JU][k];
}
}

for(i = 1; i <= NX+1; i++)(
for(k = 1; k <= NZ+1; k++)(
u[i][1][k] = 2*u[i][2][k] • u[i][3][k];
G[i][1 ][k] = u[i][1 ][k];
}
}
//Boundary Planes for unknown NX+1, NY+1, NZ+1
for(i = 1; i <= NX+1; i++)(
for(j = 1; j <= NY+1; j++)(
G[iJU][NZ] = u[iJU][NZ];
u[iJU][NZ+1] = 2*u[i]UJ[NZ] • u[iJU][NZ-1];
G[iJU)[NZ+1] = u[iJU)[NZ+1];
}
}
for(j = 1; j <= NY+1; j++)(
for(k = 1; k <= NZ+1; k++)(
G[NX]UJ[k] = u[NX]UJ[k];
u[NX+1]UJ[k] = 2*u[NXJU][k] • u[NX-1JU][k];
G[NX+1JU][k] = u[NX+1]UJ[k];
}
}
for(i = 1; i <= NX+1; i++)(
for(k = 1; k <= NZ+1; k++)(
G[i][NY][k] = u[i][NY][k];
u[i][NY+1][k] = 2*u[i][NY][k] • u[i][NY-1][k];
G[i][NY+1)[k] = u[i][NY+1)[k];
}
}
//Time-Accurate Solutions Begin Here
for(n = 1 ;n <= NT;n++)(
t = n*DT;
count= 1;
do(
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for(i = 2;i <= NX;i++){
x = (i - 1)*DX;
for(j = 2;j <= NY;j++){
y = (j - 1)*DY;
GG = uO[i)[j][20] + R1*( pow(u[i-1][j][20],2) - pow(u[i][j][20],2)

);
GG += R2*( pow(u[i][j-1][20],2) - pow(u[i)[j][20],2) );
GG += R3*( pow(u[i][j][20-1],2) - pow(u[i][j][20],2) );
GG += R4*u[i)[j][20]*( u[i+1][j][20] - 2*u[i)[j][20] + u[i-1][j][20]

);
GG += RS*u[i)[j][20]*( u[i)[j+1][20] - 2*u[i][j][20] + u[i][j-1][20]

);
GG += R6*u[i)[j][20]*( u[i)[j][20+1] - 2*u[i][j][20] + u[i)[j][20-1]

);
GG += R7*u[i)[j][20] + RB*( pow(u[i)[j][20],2) );
G[i)[j][19] = u[i)[j][19] + a1*( GG - u[i][j][19] );
G[i][j][20] = u[i][j][20] + a1 *( GG - u[i)[j][20] );
G[i][j][21] = u[i][j][21] + a1 *( GG - u[i)[j][21] );
)

)
for(i = 2;i <= NX;i++){
for(j = 2;j <= NY;j++){
TEMP = (1 - ap)*u[i)[j][20];
GG = uO[i)[j][20] + R1 * ( pow(G[i-1 )[j][20],2) pow(G[i)[j][20],2) );
GG += R2*( pow(G[i)[j-1][20],2) - pow(G[i)[j][20],2) );
GG += R3*( pow(G[i)[j][20-1],2) - pow(G[i][j][20],2) );
GG += R4*G[i)[j][20]*( G[i+1][j][20] - 2*G[i)[j][20] + G[i1)[j][20]

);
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GG += R5*G[i][j][20]*( G[i][j+1][20] - 2*G[i][j][20] + G[i][i1][20)

);
GG += R6*G[i][j][20]*( G[i][j][20+1] - 2*G[i][j][20] + G[i][j][201)

);
GG += R7*G[i)[j][20] + RS*( pow(G[i][j][20],2) );
dgu = -2*R1 *G[i][j][20] - 2*R2*G[i][j][20] - 2*R3*G[i][j][20];
dgu += R4*G[i+1][j][20] - 4*R4*G[i][j][20] + R4*G[i-1][i][20];
dgu += R5*G[i][j+1][20] - 4*R5*G[i][j][20] + RS*G[i][j-1)[20];
dgu += R6*G[i][j][20+1] - 4*R6*G[i][j][20] + R6*G[i][j][20-1];
dgu += R7 + 2*R8*G[i][j][20];
w1 = ( GG - G[i][i][20] )/( 1 - dgu );
u[i][i][19] =TEMP + ap*( w1 + G[i][i][19] );
u[i][j][20] =TEMP + ap*( w1 + G[i][j][20] );
u[i][j][21] =TEMP+ ap*( w1 + G[i][j][21] );
W[i][j][20] = abs(w1 );
//End Boundary updates ideally should be here!!
//This will be implemented in a parallelization scheme via
//MPI or MLP, due to the intense computation required.
II Results have been found to be the same for an update of
II boundaries in this loop, but proved to take more than a
II days time.
}
}

//Boundary Planes for unknown NX+1, NY+1, NZ+1
for(a = 1; a<= NX+1; a++){
for(b = 1; b <= NY+1; b++){
u[a][b][NZ+1] = 2*u[a][b][NZ] - u[a][b][NZ-1);
G[a][b][NZ+1) = u[a][b][NZ+1];
}
}
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for(b = 1; b <= NY+1; b++)(
for(c = 1; c <= NZ+1; c++)(
u[NX+1][b][c] = 2*u[NX][b][c] - u[NX-1][b][c];
G[NX+1][b][c] = u[NX+1][b][c];
)
)
for(a = 1; a<= NX+1; a++)(
for(c = 1; c <= NZ+1; c++)(
u[a][NY+1][c] = 2*u[a][NY][c] - u[a][NY-1][c];
G[a][NY+1][c] = u[a][NY+1][c];
)
)
//Determine the maximum value of omega, which is the perturbation
II parameter.
WMAX = O;
for(i = 2;i <= NX;i++)(
for(j = 2;j <= NY;j++)(
if(WMAX < W[i][j][20])(
WMAX = W[i][j][20];
)
)
)
//If the perturbation parameter is small enough, our code is working.
if(WMAX <= ERROR)(
//Record data for these time steps
/In= 100,250,500,750, 1000,1250,1500,1750,2000,2500,3000,
//3500,4000
if(n == 100)(
II plot points
fprintf( datafile1, ""\n");
for(i = 1;i <= NX+1;i++)(
x = (i - 1)*DX;
for(j = 1;j <= NY+1;j++)(
y = (j - 1)*DY;
fprintf(datafile1,"%f %f %f\n", x, y, u[i][j][20]);
)
)
fclose( datafile1 );
)
if(n == 250)(
II plot points
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fprintf( datafile2,"\n");
for(i = 1;i <= NX+1;i++)(
x
(i - 1)*DX;
for(j = 1;j <= NY+1;j++)(
y = (j - 1)*DY;
fprintf(datafile2,""%f %f %f\n"", x, y, u[i][j][20]);
}
}
fclose( datafile2);

=

}
if(n == 500){
II plot points
fprintf( datafile3, "\n"");
for(i = 1;i <= NX+1;i++){
x = (i - 1)*DX;
for(j = 1;j <= NY+1;j++)(
y = (j - 1)*DY;
fprintf(datafile3,""%f %f %f\n"", x, y, u[i][j][20]);
}
}
fclose(datafile3);
}
if(n
750){
II plot points
fprintf(datafile4, ""\n");
for(i = 1;i <= NX+1;i++){

==

x = (i • 1)*DX;
for(j = 1;j <= NY+1;j++){
y = (j -1)*DY;
fprintf(datafile4,"%f %f %f\n"", x, y, u[i]UJ[20]);
}
}
fclose(datafile4);
}
if(n == 1000){
II plot points
fprintf( datafile5, ""\n"");
for(i = 1;i <= NX+1;i++){
x = (i - 1)*DX;
for(j = 1;j <= NY+1;j++){
y = (j - 1)*DY;
fprintf(datafile5,""%f %f %f\n"", x, y, u[i][j][20]);
}
}
fclose( datafile5);
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}
if(n == 1250)(
II plot points
fprintf( datafile&,"'\n"");
for(i = 1;i <= NX+1;i++)(
x = (i • 1)*DX;
for(j = 1;j <= NY+1;j++)(
y (j • 1)*DY;
fprintf(datafile6,""%f %f %f\n", x, y, u[i][j][20]);
}
}
fclose( datafile&);
}
if(n == 1500)(
II plot points
fprintf(datafile7, "'\n");
for(i = 1;i <= NX+1;i++)(
x = (i • 1)*DX;
for(j = 1;j <= NY+1;j++)(
y = (j • 1)*DY;
fprintf(datafile7,""%f %f %f\n"", x, y, u[i][j][20]);
}
}
fclose(datafile7);
}
if(n == 1750)(
II plot points
fprintf( datafile&,"'\n"");
for(i = 1 ;i <= NX+1 ;i++)(
x = (i • 1)*DX;
for(j = 1;j <= NY+1;j++)(
y = (j • 1)*DY;
fprintf(datafile8,""%f %f %f\n", x, y, u[i][j][20]);
}
}
fclose( datafile&);
}

=
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if(n
2000)(
II plot points
fprintf( datafile9, ""\n"");
for(i = 1;i <= NX+1;i++)(
x = (i • 1)*DX;
for(j = 1;j <= NY+1;j++)(
y = (j • 1)*DY;
fprintf(datafile9,""%f %f %f\n"", x, y, u[i][j][20]);
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)
)
fclose( datafile9);
)
if(n == 2500)(
II plot points
fprintf( datafile1 O,'"\n");
for(i = 1;i <= NX+1;i++)(
x
(i - 1)*DX;
for(j = 1;j <= NY+1;j++)(

=
y =(j - 1)*DY;

fprintf(datafile10,"%f %f %f\n", x, y, u[i)[j][20]);
)
)
fclose( datafile1 O);
)
if(n == 3000)(
II plot points
fprintf( datafile11, '"\n");
for(i = 1;i <= NX+1;i++)(
x = (i - 1)*DX;
for(j = 1;j <= NY+1;j++)(
y = (j - 1)*DY;
fprintf(datafile11,"%f %f %f\n", x, y, u[i)[j][20]);
)
)
fclose(datafile11 );
)
if(n
3500)(
II plot points
fprintf( datafile12,'"\n");
for(i = 1;i <= NX+1;i++)(
x = (i - 1)*DX;
for(j = 1;j <= NY+1;j++)(
y = (j - 1)*DY;
fprintf(datafile12,"%f %f %f\n", x, y, u[i][j][20]);
)
)
fclose( datafile12);
)
if(n
4000)(
II plot points
fprintf( datafile13, '"\n");
for(i = 1;i <= NX+1;i++)(
x = (i - 1)*DX;

==

==
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for(j = 1;j <= NY+1;j++)(
y = (j - 1)*DY;
fprintf(datafile13,""%f %f %f\n"", x, y, u[i][j][20]);
)

)
fclose( datafile13);
)
break;

)
//If we have not fallen within a small enough omega value, we
II will continue within this loop until a small enough one is
II found, otherwise the program will fail.
else{
count++;
if(count > KMAX)(
cerr << '"METHOD FAILED!"" << endl;
exit(1);
)
)
)while(count <= KMAX);

umax(u, NX, NY, max);
//The boundary velocities and the internal velocities should be
//different if the lymphocyte is rolling along the endothelial wall.
//When EMAX is less than ERROR2 we will have a steady-state
//solution.
EMAX = O;
for(i = 1;i <= NX+1;i++)(
for(j = 1;j <= NY+1;j++)(
DIFF = abs(u[i][j][20] • uO[i][j][20]);
if (EMAX < DIFF)(
EMAX DIFF;
)
)
)

=

cout << '"EMAX = .. << EMAX << .. n = .. << n << .. count = " <<
count
<< endl;
if (EMAX < ERROR2)(
cout << '"STEADY STATE.•• << end I;
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if(Gamma
1)(
datafileSTp1 fopen("p11 STnew.dat"", ""w"); //Steady state
fprintf( datafileSTp1,''\n");
for(i = 1;i <= NX+1;i++){
x = (i • 1)*DX;
for(j = 1;j <= NY+1;j++){
y = (j • 1)*DY;
fprintf(datafileSTp1,"%f %f %f\n"', x, y, u[i][j][20]);
}
}
fclose( datafileSTp1 );
}
if( Gamma
O. 75){
datafileSTp7 = fopen("p77ST2.dat", '"w"); //Steady state
fprintf( datafileSTp7,''\n");
for(i = 1;i <= NX+1;i++){
x = (i • 1)*DX;
for(j = 1;j <= NY+1;j++){
y = (j • 1)*DY;
fprintf(datafileSTp7,..%f %f %f\n", x, y, u[i][j][20]);
}
}
fclose(datafileSTp7);
}
if(Gamma == 0.25){
datafileSTp25 = fopen("p72ST2.dat", "w"); //Steady state
fprintf( datafileSTp25,"\n");
for(i = 1;i <= NX+1;i++){
x = (i • 1)*DX;
for(j = 1;j <= NY+1;j++){
y = (j • 1)*DY;
fprintf(datafileSTp25,''%f %f %f\n", x, y, u[i][j][20]);
}
}
fclose( datafileSTp25);
}
if(Gamma == 0.5)(
datafileSTp5 fopen("p55ST2.dat", "w"); //Steady state
fprintf( datafileSTp5,''\n");
for(i = 1;i <= NX+1;i++){
x = (i • 1)*DX;
for(j = 1;j <= NY+1;j++){
y = (j • 1)*DY;
fprintf(datafileSTp5,''%f %f %f\n", x, y, u[i][j][20]);
}

=
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)
fclose(datafileSTp5);
)
if(Gamma == -0.25){
datafileSTn25 = fopen("'n72ST2.dat"', "'w"');
fprintf( datafileSTn25,'"\n");
for(i = 1;i <= NX+1;i++){
x = (i • 1)*DX;
for(j = 1;j <= NY+1;j++){

//Steady state

=

y (j • 1)*DY;
fprintf(datafileSTn25,"%f %f %f\n"', x, y, u[i][j][20]);
)
)
fclose( datafileSTn25);

)
if(Gamma == -0.5){
if (Beta == 0.3){
datafileSTn5p3 = fopen("'n53ST2.dat", "w"); //Steady state
fprintf( datafileSTn5p3,'"\n"');
for(i = 1;i <= NX+1;i++){
x = (i • 1)*DX;
for(j = 1;j <= NY+1;j++){
y = (j • 1)*DY;
fprintf(datafileSTn5p3,"'%f %f %f\n"', x, y, u[i][j][20]);
cout << "'u = .. << u[i][j][20] << endl;
)
)
fclose(datafileSTn5p3);
)
if (Beta == O. 75){
datafileSTn5p7 fopen("n57ST2.dat", "'w"'); //Steady state
fprintf( datafileSTn5p7,'"\n"');
for(i = 1;i <= NX+1;i++){
x (i • 1)*DX;
for(j = 1;j <= NY+1;j++){
y = (j • 1)*DY;
fprintf(datafileSTn5p7,"'%f %f %f\n"', x, y, u[i]UJ[20]);
)
)
fclose(datafileSTn5p7);
)
if (Beta
0.5){
datafileSTn5p5 = fopen("'n55ST2.dat", "'w"'); //Steady state
fprintf( datafileSTn5,"'\n"');
for(i = 1;i <= NX+1;i++){

=
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x = (i • 1)*DX;
for(j = 1;j <= NY+1;j++){
y = (j - 1)*DY;
fprintf(datafileSTn5p5,""%f %f %f\n"", x, y, u[i][j][20]);
)
)
fclose(datafileSTn5p5);
)
)
if(Gamma == -1 ){
datafileSTn1 = fopen("n11ST2.dat", "w"); //Steady state
fprintf( datafileSTn1,"\n"");
for(i = 1;i <= NX+1;i++){
x = (i - 1)*DX;
for(j = 1;j <= NY+1;j++){
y = (j • 1)*DY;
fprintf(datafileSTn1,""%f %f %f\n"", x, y, u[i]UJ[20]);
)
)
fclose( datafileSTn1 );
)
break;
)

for(k = 2;k <= NZ;k++){
for(i = 2;i <= NX;i++){
for(j = 2;j <= NY;j++){
uO[i][j][k] = u[i][j][k];
)
)
)
)

cout << ..GAMMA= .. << Gamma<< endl << ..BETA= .. << Beta<<
end I;
cout << ..UMAX = .. << max << endl;
return O;
)
//THE FUNCTION FOR THE MAXIMUM VELOCITY OF LYMPHOCYTES
void umax(double uU[SIZE][SIZE], int NX, int NY, double &max){
max = u[1 ][1 ][1 ];
int i, j;
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for(i = 2; i <= NX+1; i++)(
fora= 2; j <= NY+1; j++)(
if(max < u[i][j][20])(
max = u[i]U][20];
)
)
)
return;
)

